
SUGGESTED READING LIST FOR YEAR 5 

 

Genre Title Author 

Historical Go Saddle the Sea Aitken, Joan 

 The Peppermint Pig Bawden, NIna 

 War Dog Booth, Martin 

 Under the Hawthorn Tree Conlon-McKenna, Marita 

 The Ice Boy Elliott, Patircia 

 Sir Gawain & the Green Knight Hastings,Salina 

 The Knight and the Squire Jones,Terry 

 Eric the Viking Jones, Terry 

 Tales of Troy and Greece Lang, Andrew 

 Arthur High King of Britain Morpurgo, Michael 

 Black Ships Before Troy Sutcliff, Rosemary 

 The Capricorn  Bracelet Sutcliff, Rosemary 

 The Wanderings of Odysseus Sutcliff, Rosemary 

   

Contemporary 
 

 

 
The Cartoonist Byars , Betsy 

 Seal Secret Chambers, Aidan 

 Frindle Clements, Andrew 

 Benny and Omar Colfer, Eoin 

 New World Cross, Gillian 

 BFG Dahl, Roald 

 Danny Champion of the World Dahl, Roald 

 Sula Derwent, Lavinia 

 Because of Winn-Dixie Di Camillo, Kate 

 Step by Wicked Step Fine, Anne 

 Boy Overboard Gleitzman, Maurice 

 Hurricane Hamish , the Calypso Cricketer Jefferson, Mark 

 The Ordinary Princess Kaye, M.M. 

 Project Kite Lewis, Sian 

 Anastasia Krupnik Lowry, Lois 

 My Family and Other Disasters Mangan, Lucy 

 Gold Dust McCaughrean,Geraldine 

 The War of Jenkins Ear Morpurgo, Michael 

 Matt's Millions Norris,Andrew 

 Gaffer Sampson's Luck Paton Walsh, Jill 

 Madame Doubtfire Fine, Anne 

 The Wrinklies Temperley, Alan 

   

Short Stories 
The Future Telling Lady Berry, James 

 A Thief in the Village Berry, James 

 Flying with Icarus ( and other stories) Forbes, Curdella 

 The Daydreamer McEwan, Ian 

 A Child's Christmas in Wales Thomas,Dylan 

Genre Title Author 

Poetry 
Hiawatha Wadsworth Longfellow / Jeffers 

 Figgie Hobbin Causley / Ross, Charles/ Tony 



 Poems for 10 Year Olds and Over Wright, Kit  

 The Puffin Book of Utterly Brilliant Poetry Patten, Brian 

 I Like this Poem Webb, Kaye 

 Michael Rosen's A-Z Rosen, Michael 

   

Fantasy 
Dragon Rider Funke, Cornelia 

 Gideon the Cutpurse Buckley, LInda 

 Charlotte Sometimes Farmer, Penelope 

 Time Stops for No Mouse Hoeye, Michael 

 Redwall Jacques,Brian 

 The Revenge of Samuel Stokes Lively, Penelope 

 Dogsbody Wynne Jones,Diana 

 Song of the Pentecost Corbett, W.J. 

 Dinner at Albertas Hobdan, Russell 

 Maphead Howarth, Lesley 

 The Secret Platform Ibbotson, Eva 

 Dragon Rider Funke, Cornelia 

 The Chicken Gave it to Me Fine, Anne 

   

Picture Texts Hansel & Gretel 
Browne, Anthony 

Graphic Novels Stormbreaker - The Graphic Novel Horowitz, Anthony 

 Point Blanc The Graphic Novel Horowitz, Anthony 

 How to Live Forever Thompson, Colin 

 The Tin Forest Ward / Anderson, Helen/Wayne 

 The Lost Happy Ending Duffy / Ray, Carol Ann/Jane 

   

Classics 
The Snow Queen Christian Andersen / Lynch, Hans 

 The Family from One End Street Garnett, Eve 

 The Borrowers Norton, Mary 

 The Iron Woman Hughes, Ted 

Below is a selection of books selected by Love4Reading for children in Year 5 (9 - 10 year olds).  

If your child is a competent reader or has read all these titles then try the books from the Year 6 
list. Alternatively if these books are a little challenging try books from the Year 4 list. 

 

  

A Tale Dark and Grimm 
Adam Gidwitz 
 
Reader: beware. Warlocks with dark spells, hunters with deadly aim, 
and bakers with ovens retrofitted for cooking children lurk within these 
pages. But if you dare, turn the page and learn the true story of Hansel 
and Gretel - the story behind (and beyond) the bread crumbs, edible 
houses and outwitted witches. Come on in. It may be frightening, it's 
certainly bloody, and it's definitely not for the faint of heart. Gidwitz 
manages to balance the grisly violence of the original Grimms' fairy 
tales with a wonderful sense of humor and narrative voice. Check it 
out! (Rick Riordan). Unlike any children's book I've ever read. [It] holds 
up to multiple readings, like the classic I think it will turn out to be  
(New York Times).  
 



 

 

 

  

Alex, the Dog and the Unopenable Door 
Ross Montgomery 
 
Alex Jennings is a boy with a problem. His mum's sent him away to 
boarding school because his father, the most famously failed explorer 
in the history of the Cusp, has escaped from hospital again, yelling 
'squiggles'. Make that two problems. Now the evil Davidus Kyte and all 
his henchmen are after Alex, convinced he alone knows the meaning of 
the word 'squiggles'. OK, make that three - Alex Jennings is a boy with a 
lot of problems. But with the help of a talking dog and a girl with 
unfeasibly sharp teeth, he just might have what it takes to cross the 
Forbidden Lands, escape the evil Davidus Kyte, and find out what lies 
beyond the Cusp ... 
 
 

 

 

 

  

Artemis Fowl and the Eternity Code 
Eoin Colfer 
 
Artemis Fowl: The Eternity Code is the third book in the unbelievably 
brilliant Artemis Fowl series by Eoin Colfer. Artemis Fowl is attempting 
to go straight. But there's always time for one last job. Artemis Fowl 
has created the most powerful new supercomputer known to man - 
using stolen technology from an elite race of underground fairies. And 
when the computer falls into the hands of an IT billionaire with a shady 
past and an alleged mob connection, Artemis is in deep trouble. The 
consequences for humans and fairies alike are deadly. Only one person, 
well, fairy, can help him now. If only Artemis Fowl wasn't the fairies' 
public enemy number one... Grips like an electromagnet until the last 
word . ( Independent ). Engagingly vivid, exciting and witty . ( The 
Telegraph ). Fast, funny and very exciting . ( Daily Mail ).  
 

 

 

 

  

Black Hearts in Battersea 
Joan Aiken 
 
'Wait, wait! Save us! What'll we do?' Simon is determined to become 
a painter when he grows up so he sets off to London to make his 
fortune. But the city is plagued by wolves and mysterious 
disappearances. The Twite household, where Simon is lodging, seems 
particularly shifty. Before he even gets a chance to open his glistening 
new paints Simon stumbles right into the centre of a plot to kill the 
King. And worse than that Simon is kidnapped and sent to sea! Luckily 
there are two friendly stowaways aboard - the feisty Dido Twite and 
the spoiled young Justin. But when the ship catches fire things look 
pretty dire. Can they escape? Will they save the king in time? 
BACKSTORY: Test your knowledge of Black Hearts in Battersea and 
play the name game. 
 
 



 

 

 

  

Carrie's War 
Nina Bawden, Julia Eccleshare 
 
Carrie's War by Nina Bawden is an unforgettable Second World War 
story. 'I did a dreadful thing ...or I feel that I did, and nothing can 
change it...' It is the Second World War and Carrie and Nick are 
evacuated from London to a small town in Wales, where they are 
placed with strict Mr Evans and his timid mouse of a sister. Their friend 
Albert is luckier, living in Druid's Bottom with Hepzibah Green who tells 
wonderful stories, and the strange Mister Johnny, who speaks a 
language all of his own. Carrie and Nick are happy to visit Albert there, 
until one day when Carrie does a terrible thing - the worst thing she 
ever did in her life...Based on her own childhood, Nina Bawden's 
enchanting story Carrie's War has delighted readers for almost 40 
years. 
 

 

 

 

  

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 1: Flies Again 
Frank Cottrell Boyce 
 
When the Tooting family find a vast abandoned engine and fit it to 
their camper van, they have no idea of the adventure that lies ahead. 
The engine used to belong to an extraordinary flying car - and it wants 
to be back on the road again ...fast! The Tootings can haul on the 
steering wheel and pull the handbrake as hard as they like, but their 
camper van now has a mind of her own. It's not long before they're 
hurtling along on a turbocharged chase as Chitty tracks down her long-
lost bodywork. But there are sinister forces at work too. When it 
comes to a car as special as Chitty, everybody wants a piece of her ... 
 

 

 

 

  

Cosmic 
Frank Cottrell Boyce 
 
Liam is too big for his boots. And his football strip. And his school 
blazer. But being super-sized height-wise has its advantages: he's the 
only eleven-year-old to ever ride the G-force defying Cosmic 
rollercoaster -- or be offered the chance to drive a Porsche. Long-
legged Liam makes a giant leap for boy-kind by competing with a group 
of adults for the chance to go into space. Is Liam the best boy for the 
job? Sometimes being big isn't all about being a grown-up. 
 
 

 

 



 

  

Emil and the Detectives 
Erich Kastner 
 
If Mrs Tischbein had known the amazing adventures her son Emil 
would have in Berlin, she'd never have let him go. Unfortunately, when 
his seven pounds goes missing on the train, Emil is determined to get it 
back - and when he teams up with the detectives he meets in Berlin, 
it's just the start of a marvellous money-retrieving adventure ...A classic 
and influential story, Emil and the Detectives remains an enthralling 
read. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

Five Children on the Western Front Inspired by E. Nesbit's Five Children and 
it Stories 
Kate Saunders 
 
This is an epic, heart-wrenching follow-on from E. Nesbit's Five 
Children and It stories. The five children have grown up and World 
War I has begun in earnest. Cyril is off to fight, Anthea is at art 
college, Robert is a Cambridge scholar and Jane is at high school. The 
Lamb is the grown up age of 11, and he has a little sister, Edith, in 
tow. The sand fairy has become a creature of stories ...until, for the 
first time in 10 years, he suddenly reappears. The siblings are 
pleased to have something to take their minds off the war, but this 
time the Psammead is here for a reason, and his magic might have a 
more serious purpose. Before this last adventure ends, all will be 
changed, and the two younger children will have seen the Great War 
from every possible viewpoint - factory-workers, soldiers, nurses and 
ambulance drivers, and the people left at home, and the war's 
impact will be felt right at the heart of their family. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

Goblins 
Philip Reeve 
 
A wild world of magical creatures and heroic adventure from the 
extraordinary imagination of Philip Reeve. The squabbling goblins who 
live in the great towers of Clovenstone spend their time fighting and 
looting. Only clever young Skarper understands that dark magic created 
by a vanquished sorcerer is rising again. From the lands of men come 
fortune-seekers - and trolls, giants, cloud-maidens, boglins, swamp 
monsters, tree-warriors and bloodthirsty goblins are swept into a 
fabulous magical conflict to thrill all fantasy fans. 
 
 

 

 



 

  

Goth Girl and the Ghost of a Mouse 
Chris Riddell 
 
Ada Goth is the only child of Lord Goth. The two live together in the 
enormous Ghastly-Gorm Hall. Lord Goth believes that children 
should be heard and not seen, so Ada has to wear large clumpy 
boots so that he can always hear her coming. This makes it hard for 
her to make friends and, if she's honest, she's rather lonely. Then 
one day William and Emily Cabbage come to stay at the house, and 
together with a ghostly mouse called Ishmael they and Ada begin to 
unravel a dastardly plot that Maltravers, the mysterious indoor 
gamekeeper, is hatching. Ada and her friends must work together to 
foil Maltravers before it's too late! 
 
 

 

 

 

  

Haroun and the Sea of Stories 
Salman Rushdie 
 
Haroun's father is the greatest of all storytellers. His magical stories 
bring laughter to the sad city of Alifbay. But one day something goes 
wrong and his father runs out of stories to tell. Haroun is determined to 
return the storyteller's gift to his father. So he flies off on the back of 
the Hoopie bird to the Sea of Stories - and a fantastic adventure begins. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone 
J. K. Rowling 
 
Harry Potter has never even heard of Hogwarts when the letters start 
dropping on the doormat at number four, Privet Drive. Addressed in 
green ink on yellowish parchment with a purple seal, they are swiftly 
confiscated by his grisly aunt and uncle. Then, on Harry's eleventh 
birthday, a great beetle-eyed giant of a man called Rubeus Hagrid 
bursts in with some astonishing news: Harry Potter is a wizard, and he 
has a place at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry. An 
incredible adventure is about to begin! These new editions of the 
classic and internationally bestselling, multi-award-winning series 
feature instantly pick-up-able new jackets by Jonny Duddle, with huge 
child appeal, to bring Harry Potter to the next generation of readers. 
It's time to PASS THE MAGIC ON . 
 
 

 

 



 

  

Krindlekrax 
Philip Ridley 
 
Ruskin Splinter is small and thin, with knock-knees, thick glasses and a 
squeaky voice, and the idea of him taming a dragon makes the whole 
class laugh. Big, strong Elvis is stupid but he looks like a hero. So who is 
more likely to get the big part in the school play? But when the 
mysterious beast, Krindlekrax, threatens Lizard Street and everyone 
who lives there, it is Ruskin who saves the day and proves he is the 
stuff that heroes are made of after all. 
 
 

 

 

 
  

Listen to the Moon 
Michael, M.B.E. Morpurgo 
The stunning new novel of World War One from Michael Morpurgo, the 
nation's favourite storyteller and multi-million copy bestseller. May, 
1915. Alfie and his fisherman father find a girl on an uninhabited island 
in the Scillies - injured, thirsty, lost...and with absolutely no memory of 
who she is, or how she came to be there. She can say only one word: 
Lucy. Where has she come from? Is she a mermaid, the victim of a 
German U-boat, or even - as some islanders suggest - a German spy...? 
Only one thing is for sure: she loves music and moonlight, and it is 
when she listens to the gramophone that the glimmers of the girl she 
once was begin to appear. WW1 is raging, suspicion and fear are 
growing, and Alfie and Lucy are ever more under threat. But as we 
begin to see the story of Merry, a girl boarding a great ship for a 
perilous journey across the ocean, another melody enters the great 
symphony - and the music begins to resolve...A beautiful tour de force 
of family, love, war and forgiveness, this is a major new novel from the 
author of PRIVATE PEACEFUL - in which what was once lost may 
sometimes be found, washed up again on the shore... 
 

 

 

 

  

Matilda 
Roald Dahl, Julia Eccleshare 
 
Matilda is one of Roald Dahl's most magical stories! Matilda 
Wormwood's father is a mean crooked crook. And her mother's just 
plain stupid. They think Matilda is a nuisance who should watch more 
TV and read fewer books! But her lovely teacher Miss Honey thinks 
Matilda is a genius. Matilda has a few extraordinary tricks up her 
sleeve, so her horrible parents and even more horrible headmistress 
had better watch out.  

 

 



 

  

Once 
Morris Gleitzman 
 
Once by Morris Gleitzman is the story of a young Jewish boy who is 
determined to escape the orphanage he lives in to save his Jewish 
parents from the Nazis in the occupied Poland of the Second World 
War. Everybody deserves to have something good in their life. At least 
Once. Once I escaped from an orphanage to find Mum and Dad. Once I 
saved a girl called Zelda from a burning house. Once I made a Nazi with 
a toothache laugh. My name is Felix. This is my story. Once is the first 
in a series of children's novels about Felix, a Jewish orphan caught in 
the middle of the Holocaust, from Australian author Morris Gleitzman - 
author of Bumface and Boy Overboard. The next books in the series 
Then, Now and After are also available from Puffin. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

Percy Jackson and the Lightning Thief 
Rick Riordan 
 
Half boy. Half God. All Hero. Look, I didn't want to be a half-blood. I 
never asked to be the son of a Greek God. I was just a normal kid, going 
to school, playing basketball, skateboarding. The usual. Until I 
accidentally vaporized my maths teacher. Now I spend my time battling 
monsters and generally trying to stay alive. This is the one where Zeus, 
God of the Sky, thinks I've stolen his lightning bolt - and making Zeus 
angry is a very bad idea. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

Ratburger 
David Walliams 
 
The fifth screamingly funny novel from David Walliams, number one 
bestseller and fastest growing children's author in the country, now 
available in paperback. From the bestselling author of Gangsta Granny 
and Demon Dentist comes another hilarious, action-packed and 
touching novel - the story of a little girl called Zoe. Things are not 
looking good for Zoe. Her stepmother Sheila is so lazy she gets Zoe to 
pick her nose for her. The school bully Tina Trotts makes her life a 
misery - mainly by flobbing on her head. And now the evil Burt from 
Burt's Burgers is after her pet rat! And guess what he wants to do with 
it? The clue is in the title...From the author that is being called 'a new 
Roald Dahl', Ratburger is not to be missed! 
 
 

 

 



 

  

Redwall 
Brian Jacques 
 
Redwall Abbey, tranquil home to a community of peace-loving mice is 
threatened by Cluny the Scourge - the evil-one-eyed rat warlord - and 
his battle-hardened horde of predators. Cluny is certain that Redwall 
will fall easily to his fearsome army but he hasn't bargained for the 
courage and strength of the combined forces of the Redwall mice and 
their loyal woodland friends... 
 
 

 

 

 

  

Scarlet Ibis 
Gill Lewis 
 
Longlisted for the 2015 Carnegie Medal. Red asks, 'Will we always be 
together?' 'Always,' I say. 'Just you and me in that little boat, watching 
the scarlet ibis flying back to the Caroni Swamp.' Scarlet's used to 
looking after her brother, Red. He's special - different. Every night she 
tells him his favourite story - about the day they'll fly far away to the 
Caroni Swamp in Trinidad, where thousands of birds fill the sky. But 
when Scarlet and Red are split up and sent to live with different foster 
families, Scarlet knows she's got to do whatever it takes to get her 
brother back ...A wonderfully moving new novel from the author of Sky 
Hawk and White Dolphin. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

Shadow Forest 
Matt Haig 
 
Samuel Blink is the hero of this story, but he doesn't know it yet. Right 
now, he and his sister Martha are in the back of his parents' car. He has 
no idea a giant log is about to fall from the sky and change his life 
forever. He doesn't know that he and Martha will be forced to move to 
Norway and eat their Aunt Eda's smelly brown cheese. He hasn't the 
slightest clue Martha will disappear into Shadow Forest. A forest full of 
one-eyed trolls, the sinister huldre-folk, deadly Truth Pixies and a witch 
who steals shadows. A forest ruled by the evil Changemaker. A forest 
so dangerous that people who enter never return. No. Samuel Blink 
doesn't know any of this. So don't tell him. It might ruin the book 
...Winner of the Gold Smarties Prize and the Blue Peter Award, and 
shortlisted for the Carnegie Medal and the Waterstone's Prize. 
 
 

 

 



 

  

Skellig 
David Almond 
 
To celebrate 15 year of this internationally successful, multi-award-
winning novel, a beautiful clothbound edition, with newly 
commissioned artwork, and special features: - essays by David Almond 
on the conception and writing of Skellig - exclusive first UK publication 
of the short story that links Skellig with Mina - the poetry of Skellig - 
two complete William Blake poems - Skellig: a life - how the novel has 
transcended the page to become an opera and a film. When a move to 
a new house coincides with his baby sister's illness, Michael's world 
seems suddenly lonely and uncertain. Then he stumbles into the old, 
ramshackle garage, and finds something magical. A strange creature - 
part owl, part angel, a being who needs Michael's help if he is to 
survive. With his new friend Mina, Michael nourishes Skellig back to 
health, while his baby sister languishes in the hospital. But Skellig is far 
more than he at first appears, and as he helps Michael breathe life into 
his tiny sister, Michael's world changes for ever .. 
 

 

 

 

  

Sky Hawk 
Gill Lewis 
 
When Callum and his friends find Iona on Callum's farm they try to 
chase her back into the village. But Iona runs from them up into the 
hills. It is late and dark and snow lies in the mountain gullies. Worried 
for Iona's safety, Callum follows to find her shivering with cold but 
refusing to leave. She is guarding a secret hidden in the forest above 
the dark waters of the loch. So they make a deal. Iona shares the secret 
and in return Callum allows her back onto the farm. They form a deep 
bond of friendship and make a promise to keep their secret safe. It is a 
promise that will change Callum's world forever ...She turned her head, 
and fixed me with her brilliant yellow eyes. She looked right into me. 
And suddenly I knew then, in that one moment, I was as much part of 
her world as she was of mine. Soar above the clouds in this enthralling 
tale of friendship, loyalty, and hope. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

Stormbreaker 
Anthony Horowitz 
 
When his guardian dies in suspicious circumstances, fourteen-year-old 
Alex Rider finds his world turned upside down. Forcibly recruited into 
MI6, Alex has to take part in gruelling SAS training exercises. Then, 
armed with his own special set of secret gadgets, he's off on his first 
mission to Cornwall, where Middle-Eastern multi-billionaire Herod 
Sayle is producing his state-of-the-art Stormbreaker computers. Sayle 
has offered to give one free to every school in the country - but there's 
more to the gift than meets the eye. 
 
 



 

 

 

  

Swallows and Amazons 
Arthur Ransome 
 
The ultimate children's classic - long summer days filled with 
adventure. John, Susan, Titty and Roger sail their boat, Swallow, to a 
deserted island for a summer camping trip. Exploring and playing 
sailors is an adventure in itself but the island holds more excitement in 
store. Two fierce Amazon pirates, Nancy and Peggy, challenge them to 
war and a summer of battles and alliances ensues. 'My childhood 
simply would not have been the same without this book. It created a 
whole world to explore, one that lasted long in the imagination after 
the final page had been read' - Marcus Sedgwick 
 
 

 

 

 

  

The Box of Delights 
John Masefield 
 
'Two of the greatest children's books ever written' - The Times on Box 
of Delights and The Midnight Folk. 'And now, Master Harker, now that 
the Wolves are Running, perhaps you could do something to stop their 
Bite?' A magical old man has asked Kay to protect the Box of Delights, a 
Box with which he can travel through time. But Kay is in danger: Abner 
Brown will stop at nothing to get his hands on it. The police don't 
believe Kay, so when his family and the Bishop are scrobbled up just 
before Christmas, he knows he must act alone ...John Masefield's 
classic children's book is considered to be one of the great works of 
modern children's fiction. Magical, fantastical and filled with vivid, rich 
characters - brought to life in this edition by Quentin Blake's stunning 
artwork - The Box of Delights and its sequel The Midnight Folk are a 
must-read for any child. 
  

 

 

 

  

The Boy Who Swam with Piranhas 
David Almond 
 
Multi-award-winning author David Almond brings us a joyfully life-
affirming and fabulously fishy tale about one boy's journey from 
anguish to joy. Stanley Potts is just an ordinary boy, but when all the 
jobs in Fish Quay disappear his Uncle Ernie develops an extraordinary 
fascination with canning fish. Suddenly their home is filled with the 
sound of clanging machinery and the stench of mackerel, and Uncle 
Ernie's obsession reaches such heights that he would even can Stan's 
beloved goldfish! Stan, however, has his own destiny, which leads him 
- via a hook-a-duck stall - to Pancho Pirelli, the blue-caped madman 
who swims with piranhas. And as Stan delves into the waters, he finally 
discovers who he really can be. This title is fully illustrated in black and 
white by the award-winning Oliver Jeffers. 
 
 



 

 

 

  

The Brilliant World of Tom Gates 
Liz Pichon 
 
Tom Gates is the master of excuses for late homework: dog 
attacks; spilt water; and, lightning. Tom's exercise book is full of his 
doodles, cartoons and thoughts, as well as comments from his 
long-suffering teacher, Mr Fullerton. After gaining five merits for 
his Camping Sucks holiday story, Tom's work starts to go downhill - 
which is a pity, as he's desperate to impress Amy Porter, who sits 
next to him... 
 
 

 

 

 

  

The Dark Wild 
Piers Torday 
 
WINNER OF THE GUARDIAN CHILDREN'S FICTION PRIZE 2014. Twelve-
year-old Kester thought he had discovered the last wild animals in the 
land. He thought his adventure was over. He was wrong. Below the 
sparkling city of Premium, deep underground, a dark wild remains: 
animals who believe the time is right to rise up against their human 
enemies. And soon Kester realises: he is the only one who can stop 
them. Kester Jaynes saved the animals. Can he save the humans too? 
 
 

 

 

 

  

The Eighteenth Emergency 
Betsy Byars 
 
The school bully is out to get Mouse Fawley, and while Mouse is waiting 
for that terrible event, he thinks of 17 other emergencies (lion attack, 
the appearance of sharks, strangulation by boa constrictor) all of which 
he can handle 
 
 

 

 

 

  

The Girl Who Walked On Air 
Emma Carroll 
 
Louie, who was abandoned at Chipchase's Travelling Circus as a baby, 
dreams of becoming a 'Showstopper', but Mr Chipchase keeps her 
hidden, tucked away in the ticket booth. No Death-Defying Stunts for 
her. But Louie has been secretly practising her act - tightrope-walking - 
and dreams of being the Girl Who Walked on Air ...she just needs to be 
given the chance to shine. And the circus needs her too - Wellbeloved's 
rival show is stealing their crowds. They need a Showstopper. 
Desperate, Mr Chipchase reluctantly lets Louie perform. She is a 
sensation, and gets an offer from the sinister Mr Wellbeloved himself 



to perform ...over Niagara Falls. But nothing is quite as it seems and 
soon Louie's bravery is tested not just on the highwire but in 
confronting her past and the shady characters in the world of the circus 
...Fans of Frost Hollow Hall will love this epic adventure about following 
your dreams and becoming a showstopper! 
 
 

 

 

 

  

The Granny Project 
Anne Fine 
 
What does he mean? What's going on? Are you two thinking of putting 
Granny into a Home? Thinking is finished,' Natasha told him. 'It is 
decided. The four children, Ivan, Sophie, Tanya and Nicholas, can't 
believe it. Their parents are planning to put their grandmother into a 
Home. She's a bit of a dotty old lady - sometimes demanding, often 
annoying - but as much a part of their lives as their shambly house or 
the whirring of the washing machine. So they decide to take action. 
They begin 'The Granny Project', with immediate and sensational 
results... 
 
 

 

 

 

  

The Little Prince 
Antoine de Saint-Exupery 
 
A pilot stranded in the desert awakes one morning to see, standing 
before him, the most extraordinary little fellow. Please, asks the 
stranger, draw me a sheep. And the pilot realizes that when life's 
events are too difficult to understand, there is no choice but to 
succumb to their mysteries. He pulls out pencil and paper...Thus 
begins this wise and enchanting fable that, in teaching the secret of 
what is really important in life, has changed the world forever for its 
readers. Often seen as a symbol of childhood innocence, Antoine de 
Saint-Exupery's best-selling book The Little Prince is cherished by 
children and adults alike across the globe. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

The Mouse and His Child 
Russell Hoba 
'Brilliantly plotted ...a spellbinder ...it has a style that glows and 
crackles.' Spectator 'Hugely funny, provocative, pathetic and heroic.' TLS 
'What are we, Papa?' the toy mouse child asked his father. 'I don't 
know,' the father answered. 'We must wait and see.' So begins the story 
of a tin father and son who dance under a Christmas tree until they 
break the ancient clockwork rules and are themselves broken. Thrown 
away, then rescued from a dustbin and repaired by a tramp, they set 
out on a dangerous quest for a family and a place of their own - the 
magnificent doll's house, the plush elephant and the tin seal they had 
once know in the toy shop. 



 
 

 

 

 

  

The Ogre of Oglefort 
Eva Ibbotson 
 
When a Hag, an orphan boy called Ivo, Ulf the troll and wizard Brian 
Brainsweller are sent to rescue a princess from an ogre, they briefly 
consider running away and hiding. Can they be any match for the 
gruesome, terrifying, ghastly, flesh-eating Ogre of Oglefort? But not all 
is as it first appears - the Ogre is depressed and the princess doesn't 
want to be rescued. The Norns, who rule their fates, decide to take 
things in hand and send a gang of the vilest, most petrifying ghouls to 
get the job done properly... 
 

 

 

 

  

The Outsiders 
Michelle Paver 
 
'If an Outsider wields the blade, the House of Koronos burns...' Hylas is 
only a boy but he knows three things: The Gods exist. Magic is real. 
Somebody wants him dead. Hunted and alone, Hylas is desperate to 
find his missing sister. His quest takes him across the hostile mountains 
and treacherous seas of Ancient Greece. His only friend is a girl on the 
run. His only guide is a wild dolphin. And his murderous enemies are 
closing in... Electrifying . (Independent on Sunday). The reader's 
attention is caught from the first line ...spellbinding . (Telegraph). Set to 
become another children's classic . (Books for Keeps). She is the author 
of the internationally bestselling Chronicles of Ancient Darkness, the 
final book of which won the 2010 Guardian Children's Fiction Prize. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

The Owl Service 
Alan Garner 
 
Winner of both the Guardian Award and the Carnegie Medal, this is an 
all-time classic, combining mystery, adventure, history and a complex 
set of human relationships. It all begins with the scratching in the 
ceiling. From the moment Alison discovers the dinner service in the 
attic, with its curious pattern of floral owls, a chain of events is set in 
progress that is to effect everybody's lives. Relentlessly, Alison, her 
step-brother Roger and Welsh boy Gwyn are drawn into the replay of a 
tragic Welsh legend - a modern drama played out against a background 
of ancient jealousies. As the tension mounts, it becomes apparent that 
only by accepting and facing the situation can it be resolved. 
 
 

 

 



 

  

The Parent Agency 
David Baddiel 
 
A brilliantly funny, gripping novel from a born storyteller, The Parent 
Agency is an epic wish-fulfilment adventure for every child - and for the 
child in everyone. Barry said, a third time, I wish I had better parents! 
And then suddenly the entire room started to shake...Barry Bennett 
hates being called Barry. In fact it's number 2 on the list of things he 
blames his parents for, along with 1) 'being boring' and 3) 'always being 
tired'. But there is a world, not far from this one, where parents don't 
have children. That's far too random for something so big and 
important. In this world, children are allowed to choose their parents. 
For Barry Bennett, this world seems like a dream come true. Only things 
turn out to be not quite that simple...Illustrated by Roald Dahl Funny 
Prize winner, Jim Field. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

The Silver Sword 
Ian Serraillier 
 
If you meet Ruth or Edek or Bronia, you must tell them I'm going to 
Switzerland to find their mother. Tell them to follow as soon as they 
can Having lost their parents in the chaos of war, Ruth, Edek and 
Bronia are left alone to fend for themselves and hide from the Nazis 
amid the rubble and ruins of their city. They meet a ragged orphan 
boy, Jan, who treasures a paperknife - a silver sword - which was 
entrusted to him by an escaped prisoner of war. The three children 
realise that the escapee was their father, the silver sword a message 
that he is alive and searching for them. Together with Jan they begin a 
dangerous journey across the battlefields of Europe to find their 
parents. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

The Sleeping Army 
Francesca Simon 
 
Freya is an ordinary girl living in modern Britain, but with a twist: 
people still worship the Viking gods. One evening, stuck with her dad on 
his night shift at the British Museum, she is drawn to the Lewis 
Chessmen and Heimdall's Horn. Unable to resist, she blows the horn, 
waking three chess pieces from their enchantment; the slaves Roskva 
and Alfi, and Snot the Berserk. They are all summoned to Asgard, land 
of the Viking gods, and told they must go on a perilous journey to 
restore the gods to youth. If Freya refuses she will be turned into an 
ivory chess piece but, if she accepts her destiny and fails, the same 
terrible fate awaits her. 
 
 

 

 



 

  

The Turbulent Term of Tyke Tiler 
Gene Kemp 
 
Tyke Tiler is very fond of jokes, that's why there are so many in this 
story. Tyke is also fond of Danny Price, who is not too bright and 
depends a lot on his friend. Together Tyke and Danny are double 
trouble. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

The Wolves of Willoughby Chase 
Joan Aiken 
 
1832 - a period of English History that never happened. Good King 
James III is on the throne and the country is ravaged by wolves which 
have migrated through the newly-opened Channel Tunnel. When Sylvia 
and Bonnie (both orphans) fall into the hands of evil Miss Slighcarp, 
they must use all their wits to escape unscathed - for the governess is 
more cruel and merciless than the wolves that surround the great 
house of Willoughby Chase. 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

  

The Young Inferno 
John Agard 
 
Can our hoodie hero make it through nine circles of Hell and back 
again? Will he find love with his soulmate, Beatrice? Discover the 
city of Dis where everybody disses everybody. Meet Frankenstein, 
the lovesick bouncer with the bling-bling. Come face to face with the 
Furies, a gang of snake-haired females in T-shirts. Prepare for a host 
of gluttons, bigots and plunderers from the world of history and 
politics. John Agard fires Dante's Inferno into the 21st century in a 
red-hot retelling, with wicked artwork from Satoshi Kitamura. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

Timmy Failure Mistakes Were Made 
Stephan Pastis 
 
Meet Timmy Failure, founder of the best detective agency in town - 
Total Failure, Inc. With the help of his polar bear, Total, the clueless, 
comically self-confident Timmy already has plans for world 
domination. Plans that will make his mother rich and unpaid bills a 
thing of the past. And plans that will defeat Corrina Corrina, The One 
Whose Name Shall Not Be Uttered . But she's not going away. 
Riotously funny, Timmy Failure is sure to have readers in stitches. 
 



 
 

 

 

  

Tom's Midnight Garden 
Philippa Pearce 
 
Lying awake at night, Tom hears the old grandfather clock downstairs 
strike ...eleven ...twelve ...thirteen ...Thirteen! When Tom gets up to 
investigate, he discovers a magical garden. A garden that everyone told 
him doesn't exist. A garden that only he can enter ...A Carnegie-Medal-
winning modern classic that's magically timeless. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

Two Weeks with the Queen 
Morris Gleitzman 
 
'I need to see the Queen about my sick brother.' Colin Mudford is on a 
quest. His brother Luke has cancer and the doctors in Australia don't 
seem to be able to cure him. Sent to London to stay with relatives, 
Colin is desperate to do something to help Luke. He wants to find the 
best the doctor in the world. Where better to start than by going to the 
top? Colin is determined to ask the Queen for her advice. In Morris 
Gleitzman's trademark style, this very moving story illuminates deeply 
serious issues about illness and loss with bright moments of humour. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

Wild Boy 
Rob Lloyd Jones 
 
This is a fiendishly pacy mystery-adventure story for 9+ readers, set 
in the seamy, smoggy underworld of Victorian London. London, 
1841. A boy covered in hair, raised as a monster, condemned to life 
in a travelling freak show. A boy with an extraordinary power of 
observation and detection. A boy accused of murder; on the run; 
hungry for the truth. Behold the savage spectacle of Wild Boy. Ladies 
and Gentlemen, take your seats. The show is about to begin! 
Dripping with atmosphere and gothic gore, Wild Boy will appeal to 
fans of Sherlock Holmes, gothic horror and all things murderous and 
mysterious. It is the first novel from a confident new voice in 
children's fiction. There is early interest in film rights for Wild Boy. 
The sequel title: WILD BOY AND THE BLACK TERROR, to follow. 
 
 

 

 
 


